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Before Glennis performs again, here are 5 key things you should know about her! Glennis Grace, 40, is one of the America’s Got Talent season 13 contestants to watch out for. She has one of the most powerful voices we’ve ever heard. She’ll be performing in the second round of the quarterfinals on Aug. 21. Here’s what you should know about the talented singer! 1. She sounds a lot like Whitney Houston. Fans were so surprised when Glennis didn’t receive the Golden Buzzer from one of the judges after her amazing rendition of a Whitney song. Fans took to Twitter to sound off about Glennis after her audition. AGT viewer Darrell Samuels tweeted: "Wow @GlennisGrace is amazing on @AGT @howiemandel – but no golden buzzer? #AGT." Hey, she still made it to the live shows! The news actually gives his life a kick-start, so when Dr. Glennis then admits he made a mistake and Daniel isn’t sick after all, the lad decides to keep quiet. Daniel is someone who has hit a complete wall and lost all passion for his relationship and his work, and is happy watching Game Of Thrones and playing PlayStation constantly, says Rupert. Then suddenly he gets told the worst news possible, which completely changes him. When he gets diagnosed, everyone starts treating him a lot better and his relationship suddenly comes back to life. I actually had a cancer scare the day before we started filming, he explains. He had a mole that hurt, but it was a spot. I was convinced. I thought: Ginger people are more likely to get melanoma. "Glennis, Before and After" is a novel by Patricia Calvert which has been translated into Persian by Shagayegh Qandehari. The book has been printed by Amir-kabir in Iran. IBNA: The novel is about a girl named Glennis and her four siblings who are farmed out to relatives and friends when their father is sent to prison for a white-collar crime and their mother has a nervous breakdown. Glennis chooses to stay with Aunt Wanda and cousin Skipper despite the comedown in economic status because here she can visit Dad on Saturdays, help him prove his innocence, and get set for a new trial. C